**COVID-19 PEDIANRATIC RAPID RESPONSE GUIDE**

**TEAM MEMBERS**

**PED ROOM WITH HEPA FILTER**
- PICU MD1
- PICU RN1
- BEDSIDE RN (COMM)
- PARENT
- RT1

**OUTSIDE**
- H.SUP PPE MONITOR
- DOOR
- HANDOFF TABLE
- PICU RN2
- PHARM
- COMM
- DOC RN
- MD2
- RT2
- CMAC

*Code Cart inside room if CODE or need for significant supplies with Clean Hands

**COVID RAPID RESPONSE CHECKLIST**

**FLOOR**
- [ ] Identify Roles
- [ ] In/Out Communication (Vocera / Rm Phone / Marker)
- [ ] Intubation Box + Code Cart outside room

**PICU**
- [ ] BVM + BVM HEPA Filter
- [ ] N-95s + PPE (unit stock)
- [ ] Clear Drape (on CODE Cart)
- [ ] Verify Clear Roles
- [ ] Verify In/Out Communication
- [ ] Video Laryngoscope with attached COVID supplies bag
- [ ] Baby Monitor

*In the event of a CODE or need for significant supplies during a RAPID, move CODE CART into the room with a Clean Hands Nurse

**CONTACT FOR PICU**

**Call Rapid or Code as indicated**

**CONTACT FOR ANESTHESIA**

4-6199
- OR -
If indicated, call CODE

Guidelines Only: Use clinical judgement and available resources
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**COVID-19 RAPID RESPONSE GUIDE**

| RECOGNITION | Bedside team recognizes problem and calls for a Rapid Response  
|             | Make sure to indicate this is a COVID patient (or PUI)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ensure patient and family are wearing mask</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| FLOOR RESPONSE | Establish point of contact in and out of room (Room Phone / Vocera / Marker)  
|             | Identify Roles  
|             | Bring CODE CART to patient room [If CODE, bring CODE CART INTO room]  
|             | Bring COVID BVMs with HEPA filters to patient room  
|             | Setup HANDOFF TABLE, use med trays or emesis basins  
|             | If COVID PPE needed, use unit stock and/or call House Sup |
| PICU RESPONSE | Ideally PICU attending responds, and if possible 2 PICU nurses  
|             | Bring video laryngoscope to all COVID RAPIDS - with COVID supplies bag attached  
|             | Bring rolling cart with Baby Monitor |
| PICU ARRIVAL | Identify / Clarify Roles (both inside and outside room)  
|             | PICU Attending enters room with baby monitor +/- PICU RN1  
|             | SBAR signout |
| RAPID MANAGEMENT | Keep door closed as much as possible, use basins/trays for supplies handoff  
|             | Use Communication Personnel for supplies request, vitals  
|             | Minimize personnel in room, especially when intubating or bagging  
|             | If significant supplies needed, bring CODE CART into the room |
| PICU TRANSER | Notify House Supervisor of impending transfer of COVID + patient (or PUI)  
|             | Minimize staff needed for transport  
|             | Transport staff to remain Donned in appropriate PPE  
|             | Debrief after RAPID |

Guidelines Only: Use clinical judgement and available resources  
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